A cross-sector systematic review and synthesis of knowledge on telemedicine interventions in chronic wound management—Implications from a system perspective
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Abstract

Based on initially identified needs for further telemedicine (TM) and chronic wound management research, the objective of this article is twofold: to conduct a systematic review of existing knowledge on TM interventions in chronic wound management—including barriers and opportunities—across the specialist and primary care sectors, and to incorporate the review findings into a system framework that can be further developed and validated through empirical data. We conclude that there is a pressing need for broader and more comprehensive empirical explorations into quality improvement and integration of TM in chronic wound management, including using system frameworks that can capture cross-sector system perspectives and associated implications. Of practical consideration, we suggest that the design and execution of TM improvement interventions and associated research projects should be conducted in close cooperation with managers and practitioners knowledgeable about barriers and opportunities that can influence the implementation of important interventions within chronic wound management.

Key Messages

• our systematic review indicates a pressing need for broader and more comprehensive empirical explorations into quality improvement and integration of telemedicine (TM) interventions in chronic wound management, including using the system framework explored in this article
1 | INTRODUCTION

The objective of this article is twofold; (i) to conduct a systematic review of existing knowledge on TM interventions in chronic wound management— including barriers and opportunities — across the specialist and primary care sectors, and (ii) to incorporate the review findings into a system framework that accounts for dimensions, factors, and dynamics extending beyond clinical effects, which can be further developed in future empirical research. The rationale for this study is based on limited current knowledge and identified research needs for telemedicine (TM) in the chronic wound management domain.

TM is the use of electronic information and communication technology (ICT) to exchange healthcare information between sites. TM aims at providing and supporting health care when distance separates the participants, to improve healthcare delivery and outcomes including patients’ health status. Totten et al emphasized that TM and research into its effectiveness should target clinical applications that demonstrated rapid expansion during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. TM can replace much face-to-face care and thereby reduce exposure to infections including during pandemics. Totten et al created an evidence map of 58 systematic reviews that assessed the impact of TM improvement interventions on clinical outcomes; improvement interventions are “purposeful efforts to secure positive change [that] have become an increasingly important focus of activity within healthcare”. They found that the most consistent benefit of TM relates to communication and counselling or remote monitoring in chronic conditions, with improvements in outcomes such as mortality and quality of life, and reductions in hospital admissions. Snoswell et al also highlighted the clinical effectiveness potential of TM.

In line with Totten et al and Snoswell et al, Chaussot and Contreras Ruiz concluded that TM can benefit chronic wound management. Specifically, TM reduces the need for patients to travel long distances to the hospital or to consult with a physician and decreases costs, in addition to improving the quality of life for patients with chronic wounds. TM’s cost-reducing and quality of life-improving effects resonate with Le Goff-Pronovost et al, who found that TM reduces travel costs and results in a shorter healing time of chronic wounds than traditional follow-up care. Chen et al found that TM was more effective than traditional care and decreased the risk of amputation in chronic wound patients. On the other hand, Timpel and Harst identified the need for research into TM implementation strategies and intervention studies with adequate length of follow-up care. According to Kahn, researchers must demonstrate that TM improves patient-centred outcomes efficiently and that TM can be integrated “[...] into the existing care system in ways that do not detract from the interpersonal and interprofessional relationships that we all recognize are essential to effective patient-centered care” (p. 1685).

Other knowledge gaps have been identified in the chronic wound management domain. Olsson et al urgedly called for the development and implementation of wound management strategies that focus on increasing health-related quality of life and effectively reduce costs for patients with chronic wounds and poor quality of life, including pain, distress, social isolation, anxiety, extended hospital stay, chronic morbidity or even mortality; many of these consequences are preventable. Moore et al found that teams of health care professionals with a shared focus on the patient can enhance clinical outcomes across the wound spectrum, clinical care settings, and geographical locations. However, they suggested that research is needed to demonstrate the effect of the team approach to wound management both in terms of clinical and financial outcomes. Specifically, the growing prevalence of non-healing wounds and chronic diseases is a health problem that has devastating impacts on patients and costs for healthcare systems and societies. From a general TM in wound care perspective, Kostovich et al identified a lack of evidence regarding the use of TM in wound care including inconsistent documentation of outcomes, though the authors suggested that TM is not inferior to in-person care.

In summary, TM interventions in chronic wound management must adopt a longitudinal and broader system perspective across primary and specialist health care services that accounts for clinical applications, team approaches, and strategies for wound management and implementation. The system perspective must also factor in the quality of life, existing care system, and cost
aspects. These research needs are reflected in our article objective as well as the new wound management model explored in the TELE-AMBUS project, as described next. Through the systematic review in this article (Sections 4 and 5), we gain further insight into system barriers and opportunities to TM in chronic wound management.

2 | CONTEXT

TM provides a direct line of communication between primary care and specialist health services and the patient. This facilitates development of an effective and goal-oriented wound treatment plan that can capture potential complications early in the healing process and be adjusted accordingly. Chronic wound management including TM interventions aim to improve chronic wound diagnosis and treatment of patients across all age groups, in any location, and ranging from patients with mobility challenges to those who require frequent follow-up of changes in the wound condition.

This article is part of the TELE-AMBUS research project. With the objective of exploring the possibility of a chronic wound management-oriented project, in 2019 a team from the Norwegian Research Centre NORCE engaged with health care professionals and management at Norway’s first Wound Diagnostic Centre (WDC) located at the Department of Dermatology, Stavanger University Hospital (SUH). In this dialogue, wound specialist nurses at the center expressed a years-long desire to explore a specific type of chronic wound management model. This model comprises an ambulatory wound care team comprised of specialised nurses who in consultation with the relevant hospital-physician specialists (dermatologist, vascular surgeon, and general surgeon) provide ambulatory wound care diagnosis and treatment to elderly and vulnerable chronic wound patients located in remote municipalities and inhibited from travelling to the hospital independently. The main rationale for developing and testing the model is the desire to improve competency levels in municipalities (through bed-side teaching and counselling), to achieve more efficient wound management and communication (aided by TM solution), and consequently to improve patient quality of life and strengthen service quality across specialist and primary care sectors. The TELE-AMBUS project specifically targets patients with hard-to-heal wounds.

3 | METHODS

In this section, we present our two-step systematic review process. We first applied a systematic mapping review approach, comprising a broad sweep of national and international literature on TM interventions in chronic wound management. We then conducted an expert-informed purposive sampling strategy using the systematic literature review methodology STARLITE (Standards for Reporting Literature searches) by Booth.25

3.1 | Systematic mapping review with protocol

A systematic mapping review does not address a specific research question but rather collates and describes insight on a topic or concept of interest.25(p3) This type of review applies broad/open-framed question formulations, for example, to explore what interventions have been undertaken and studied in a particular field such as chronic wound management.

Figure 1 illustrates the protocol for a systematic mapping review, comprised of six stages and beginning with the steps laid out in Stage 1. Specifically, the main review team (Authors 1–3) was established as part of the TELE-AMBUS project organisation. The remaining authors of this article are project partners and stakeholders that contributed to the conceptualization of the project, including the systematic review process and associated research questions applied in work package 1 (WP1) of the project. All project partners and stakeholders also contributed to the actual literature review process through regular meeting activities (advisory boards and working meetings) and constructive manuscript input. The scope of the mapping review, informed by project description and stakeholders, is focused on cross-sector TM interventions in chronic wound management within and outside of Norway.

The broad research question for the mapping review is: What types of TM interventions in chronic wound management have been undertaken across specialist and primary health care sectors and services in a Norwegian context as well as internationally? The inclusion criteria, informed by the project description and stakeholder involvement, include a broad timeframe (no limit specified), study designs, and types of research including studies published in English or Norwegian, thus aligning with the broad nature of mapping review. We then conducted a scoping study, understood as a trial run of a complete search in academic databases; this included a recording of results, screening of a subset of results to assess proportional relevance at title, abstract, and full-text levels as well as determining sensitivity-specificity balance issues. Because we wanted to capture both healthcare-specific literature (nursing and medicine) and literature more broadly...
related to TM and chronic wound management interventions, we selected the electronic databases Scopus, PubMed, Google Scholar, and CINAHL. Three reviewers (Authors 1–3) were involved, each assigned to review a subset of results in 1–2 databases (Author 1, Google Scholar; Author 2, Scopus and Cinahl; Author 3, PubMed). Two search strings were applied for all databases: “Telemedicine” AND “chronic wound management” AND “interventions” (search String #1); “Ambulatory team” AND “chronic wound” AND “interventions” (search String #2). The inclusion of the search word “ambulatory team” was based on the research need for exploring team approaches (Section 1), which is also reflected in the TELE-AMBUS project’s focus on an ambulatory wound care team.

Due to several review issues encountered during Stage 1 of the systematic mapping review, we changed the procedure to a systematic literature review using STARLITE and specifically a purposive sampling strategy (for short, a purposive systematic literature review). This approach is in line with James et al., who suggested that “sometimes the scoping stage may help identify whether a systematic map or a full systematic review is the most appropriate method to address a question [...] influenced by the amount and type of evidence found during the scoping stage” (p. 7). The review issues included a low number of studies (n = 7) identified on broader or more comprehensive TM perspectives related to quality improvement and integration of chronic wound management across sectors (see Section 4), in combination with less productive and non-productive (in the case of CINAHL) searches (see Figure 2). CINHAL searches consistently returning zero hits may indicate search engine limitations, unsuitability of our specific search strings to the engine, and/or weaknesses in the precision of the search terms themselves. Specifically, it is possible that using the search word telemedicine (TM) instead of telehealth affected the search results. However, one of the main studies identified in our systematic review is on telehealth, suggesting that TM searches are also returning similar/overlapping concepts. This is confirmed by multiple hits on telehealth studies resulting from our original three search strings in the electronic databases. We also identified several studies outside of the project scope in Scopus, PubMed, and Google Scholar. It should be noted that search String 2, which included the search term “ambulatory team,” proved most fruitless. This result could be caused by the search term being too specific or that ambulatory team interventions are rare in the field of chronic wound management, the latter of which would constitute a significant finding.

3.2 | STARLITE systematic literature review with protocol

Authors 1–3 presented the protocol and outcome (as detailed in Section 4.1) of the systematic mapping review to experts on wound management and TM in the project’s scientific advisory board (MF, NI, PC, MG, and...
They suggested focusing on (i) studies of the STARLITE systematic review approach developed by Booth, as well as our application or operationalization of the framework for the TELE-AMBUS project (see the list of authors). The experts provided input on refined/specific search terms, which align with the purposive sampling strategy of the STARLITE review methodology. They suggested focusing on (i) studies of digital apps and the associated database Embase, and (ii) studies within the dermatology discipline (see the corresponding “inclusions and exclusions” section in Table 1 below).

Table 1 outlines the main elements of the STARLITE framework as well as our application or operationalization of the framework for the TELE-AMBUS project (in bold text). Regarding “terms used” in Table 1, we applied the following search strings for all electronic databases, which included Google Scholar, MEDLINE, CINAHL, and Embase: “Chronic wound management” AND “dermatology” AND “digital applications” (String 1); “Chronic wound management” AND “dermatology” AND “mobile applications” (String 2); “Chronic wound management” AND “dermatology” AND “digital tools” (String 3). In addition, we conducted MEDLINE, CINAHL, and Embase searches using the shorter versions “digital” and “application” as a replacement for the “digital application,” “mobile applications,” and “digital tools” keywords.

Figure 2 visualises the two-phase systematic review process: (1) a systematic mapping review and (2) a purposive systematic literature review.

### 3.3 Ethical considerations

The TELE-AMBUS research project was accepted by the ethical committee REC West in Norway (application id. 375 986) and approved by NSD Norwegian Centre for Research Data (reference no. 236558). The project has also been agreed by the internal data protection representative at Stavanger University Hospital SUH (protocol nr. 2847–2847).
### RESULTS

#### 4.1 Systematic mapping review—scoping study results

We structured the outcome of the scoping study according to the databases, excluding the CINAHL database that did not return any search results.

**4.1.1 Scopus searches**

The searches identified several publications that describe cross-sector TM interventions in chronic wound management, including healing parameters, TM as a patient decision aid, community nurses' knowledge, hospital visits/hospitalisation/length of stay, and cost-effectiveness aspects such as reduced number of TM visits. However, few publications apply broader or more comprehensive TM perspectives on quality improvement and integration of chronic wound management across sectors. A Norwegian study by Irgens et al focused on pressure ulcers (PUs) following spinal cord injuries (SCI) and the overall goal to «identify advantages as well as challenges in the management of PU in different follow-up settings» (p. 1). They described a TM intervention in comparing outpatient follow-up in a hospital versus the patient's home, focusing on multiple outcome factors including healing, quality of life, cost-benefits, patient satisfaction, and interactions (changes in collaboration, communication, competence) between health care professionals and the patients and next of kin. Another Norwegian study identified several factors relevant to implementing and improving TM in chronic wound management, including obstacles of
organisational (resources and consultation time), technological (need for updated equipment), and individual/ professional (patient's confidence in the competence and professional skills of health professional) nature. Adding to the organisational perspective, Rasmussen et al identified a focus on management, wound training (of nurses), economy, and work absence as key influences on TM implementation.

4.1.2 | Google Scholar searches

These searches revealed several cross-sector publications that address wound healing and reduction (in size), risk of amputation, the accuracy of pressure injury evaluation, quality-adjusted life-year resulting from TM interventions or applications, and cost-effectiveness perspectives. We found broader or more comprehensive TM perspectives on quality improvement and integration of chronic wound management across sectors—extending beyond wound healing, risk reduction, and cost-effectiveness—only in studies by Mills et al and Barrett et al. These studies documented several TM-related systemic opportunities and barriers to holistic (inpatient and outpatient) service quality improvement. Barrett et al identified barriers in terms of delays in installing the software and workforce shortages, where only about half of those who trained in using the software were still employed at the end of the study. Mills et al identified the benefits of health care provider, caregiver, and patient satisfaction with TM, the potential for technological advancement via TM, and the potential for virtual care/TM to improve health personnel safety and reduce virus spread (such as COVID-19).

4.1.3 | PubMed searches

Comparable to the Scopus and Google Scholar searches, studies identified in the PubMed searches addressed how TM contributed to chronic wound healing and reduction (in size), reduced risk of amputation, reduction in adverse events, and improvements in patient quality of life including from a cost-effectiveness perspective. One study by Zhang et al focused on technical aspects of developing and validating a tool (mHealth) for home-based chronic wound self-monitoring. We found broader or more comprehensive TM perspectives on quality improvement and integration of chronic wound management across sectors, beyond the measuring-oriented wound healing, risk reductions, and cost-effectiveness parameters, only in the study by Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. They identified high teledermatology acceptance by patients, home-care nurses, and wound experts, which resonates with Mills et al’s finding (Section 4.1.2) that health care professionals, caregivers, and patients expressed satisfaction with TM.

4.2 | STARLITE systematic literature review—results from purposive sampling

Amongst the nine articles retrieved in the STARLITE searches, two were duplicates appearing in both the Embase and MEDLINE databases and two were master theses outside the inclusion criteria (see Table 1). Amongst the remaining five articles, only two studies fell within the review scope of focusing on cross-sector TM interventions within the dermatology and digital apps domains: one of them was a duplicate hit identified during the systematic mapping review. Specifically, Kong et al described an innovative remote care strategy comprised of a patient-facing wound care app (the Swift Patient Connect App) designed to monitor and manage wounds by a patient with diabetes and foot ulcers. They reported that patients found the technology “educational and empowering,” with increased self-examination and engagement in preventive behaviour such as monitoring for trauma and early signs of infection. This finding aligns with our systematic mapping review (Section 4.1). Both Hofmann-Wellenhof et al and Mills et al found high acceptance of TM amongst patients, home-care nurses/caregivers, and wound experts. Mills et al also identified how technological advancements via TM can improve cross-sector chronic wound management.

4.3 | A summary of the two-phase systematic review

Overall, the searches revealed several studies on cross-sector TM interventions in chronic wound management, with the majority of them targeting wound healing, risk reductions, patient's quality of life, and cost-effectiveness parameters. Only eight studies (see Table 2) explore broader or more comprehensive TM perspectives on quality improvement and integration of chronic wound management across sectors. Findings in three of these studies are supported across databases and review methodologies applied in this article.

5 | DISCUSSION

The objective of this article was two-fold: (1) to conduct a systematic review of existing knowledge on cross-sector
FIGURE 2 A flowchart of the two-phased systematic literature review process, comprising phase 1/systematic mapping review and phase 2/STARLITE
TM interventions in chronic wound management including barriers and opportunities, and (2) to incorporate the review findings into a system framework that can be further developed and validated through empirical research. This section outlines the system framework, comprised of several dimensions informed by the literature review. The framework is embedded in the TELE-AMBUS project with its focus on the ambulatory wound team and TM intervention.

Informed by developments within sociotechnical system theories (STS) and the Systems Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS) framework, Figure 3 visualises a process-embedded cross-sector work system for the TELE-AMBUS project. In this work system, various dimensions (represented as oval figures) affect the work system flow-process (middle-part of the framework) and associated patient and system outcomes (right-part of the framework). The system framework extends the focus of current research beyond documenting clinical effects, and emphasises the organisational dimension and associated factors, dynamics between work system dimensions and work processes, the influence of external structures, decisions and context (see Table 2). The current list of work system dimensions is based on insights from our systematic review; we will continue building and enriching the list through empirical data gathered in the TELE-AMBUS project.

The intervention explored in the TELE-AMBUS project is comprised of an ambulatory wound care team (AWCT) and TM operating across primary and specialist health care services; it is represented as a work system flow-process in the middle part of the framework. The flow-process logic is as follows: the AWCT receives a patient referral from a general practitioner (GP) in the municipality, considers (in this case) the referral to fall within the inclusion criteria of the TELE-AMBUS project, and then travels to the patient that can be located at home, nursing home, or rehabilitation center (patients with alcohol dependence or substance use disorders). At the patient's location, the AWCT conducts the wound diagnostic process/evaluates the wound, transfers images to the Department of Dermatology via TM, and teaches and guides the nursing staff in both the wound treatment procedure and the use of TM. Following this, the AWCT returns to the hospital and enters patient data into the TM application, enabling the primary care professionals to transfer pictures and written reports on wound development and request additional support. A multidisciplinary medical team consisting of a dermatologist, a vascular surgeon, and a general surgeon decides on a wound diagnosis and makes a treatment plan based on the wound nurses' evaluation and findings. The treatment plan is then communicated via the TM application to the primary care nursing staff with follow-up correspondence. The work system's flow-process in the middle part of the framework produces system and patient outcomes that are desirable to a larger or lesser degree, which in turn provides feedback to improve the current work system (indicated by the red arrows in Figure 3).

Our systematic review suggests that the “organisation” and “technology and tools” dimensions are key barriers to TM in chronic wound management, and consequently to the flow-process of the work system (see Figure 3). Specifically, the technology itself (TM) is the unifying obstacle across the “organisation” and “technology and tools” dimensions, as expressed through TM-related shortages in the workforce, resources and time, management, economy, training, installation delays, and need for updated equipment. These findings correspond with Carayon et al., who identified several technological barriers to coordinating care for chronically ill patients, including inadequate access to the technological tools, inadequate information in the systems, limited usefulness, poor usability, challenges due to multiple technologies, and technical problems.

The current literature review also revealed several opportunities for TM in chronic wound management, related specifically to the “tasks,” “individual” and “technology and tools” dimensions. This includes the emphasis on technological evolution such as TM improving wound evaluation accuracy and advancing current technology levels through specific tools (e.g., Swift Patient Connect App in Kong et al51 and mHealth in Zhang et al59). In addition, individuals express TM satisfaction and acceptance via professional-patient-next of kin interaction. The current literature review indicates positive outcomes that are attributable to both organisation and patient, namely that TM reduces virus spread (in the case of COVID-19), improves safety, improves chronic wound healing, and reduces the risk of amputation, hospital visits, and lengths of stay.

It must be noted that Figure 3 is missing the SEIPS dimension “physical environment,” understood as aspects of the physical layout and environment that support or do not support clinical tasks to various degrees. As can be seen in Table 2, this dimension was not present in the studies identified in our review, and we can only speculate that this has to do with the studies lacking awareness and/or understanding of the dimension compared to the more immediate dimensions of organisation and technology. Given that the TELE-AMBUS project's fieldwork takes place in the physical locations of both the health care professionals and patients, empirical data are likely to shed light on the physical environment dimension. This insight will be incorporated in a revised version of Figure 3 in later publications.
Table 2 shows how the various work system dimensions of the SEIPS framework connect with our systematic literature review and specifically each of the eight studies identified as having broader and more comprehensive cross-sector wound improvement perspectives.

5.1 Strengths and weaknesses of the systematic review process and framework

In our initial systematic mapping review, the CINAHL searches proved to be less fruitful, which we attributed to search engine limitations, unsuitability of our specific search strings to the engine, and/or weaknesses in the precision of the search term itself. We found search String 2 particularly challenging, which included the search term “ambulatory team,” and initially attributed this challenge to the search term either being too specific or—as a significant finding—that ambulatory team interventions are rare in the field of chronic wound management. We attempted to counter the review concerns through the STARLITE methodology, with search words informed by experts in the fields of wound management and TM, though the searches returned few hits across all explored databases. We attributed this outcome to the potential presence of weaknesses in search parameter precision, as discussed in Section 3.1.

When selecting the specific systematic literature approach for our study, the STARLITE methodology was chosen above PRISMA given that the former accounts for demands or elements needed to adequately report both quantitative and qualitative systematic reviews. This consideration aligns with the broad inclusion criteria of our study (see “type of studies” [T] in Table 1). A specific qualitative reporting demand is “sampling strategy” (S), as outlined in the STARLITE mnemonic and documented for our study (see Table 1). Thus, STARLITE constitutes the most appropriate methodology for the systematic literature review undertaken in our article.

In this article, we utilised a two-step systematic review process for the TELE-AMBUS project, combining a broad sweep of literature using a systematic mapping review, followed by an expert-informed purposive sampling strategy using the STARLITE methodology. The two-step review process constitutes a methodological triangulation approach, which strengthens the validity of the literature review process. We also used analytical triangulation via a designated review team (Authors 1–3) and the project’s scientific advisory board, which further improves the validity of our review process. By outlining explicit details of the steps undertaken to conduct the two-step systematic review, as well as applying triangulation techniques to improve validity of the process, our study can be replicated to further inform cross-sector TM interventions within the chronic wound management domain.
The SEIPS framework proposed in Figure 3 is currently limited to literature-based findings. We are incorporating empirical insights from the TELE-AMBUS project to improve the validity of the framework. We are presently conducting fieldwork to explore the combination of an ambulatory wound team and TM (intervention) operating across the primary and specialist health sectors. We encourage broader exploration of the framework in different regions and contexts, to improve the validity of the framework even further.

6 | CONCLUSION

Any improvement intervention is a complex process that can span multiple organisations and sectors (e.g., primary and specialist health care) as well as actors/stakeholders (e.g., regulatory bodies, managers at multiple levels, and practitioners/professions). As we have demonstrated in this article, intervention complexity can be captured with the SEIPS framework. The SEIPS framework is able to show the “dynamic” and mutually influencing nature of (1) work systems dimensions (that can be cross-organisational and cross-sectoral), (2) associated work processes and larger external context, and (3) outcome factors (output) of the system and processes. A focus on intervention complexity resonates with Kahn’s15 suggestion that “researchers should explore the crucial issue of context, studying not only whether telemedicine works but also how, when, and where it works best, to provide a roadmap for more effective implementation” (p. 1684).

The main outcome and conclusion of our review are that there is a pressing need for further empirical explorations of TM interventions in chronic wound management, including using the SEIPS framework. This need for exploration specifically concerns broader or more comprehensive cross-sector TM perspectives, where our review revealed only eight studies. Based on our combined experience with the TELE-AMBUS project and the review outcome of this article, we suggest that the design and execution of improvement interventions and associated research projects should be conducted in close cooperation with managers and practitioners knowledgeable about current barriers and opportunities—including those from the patient’s perspective. Intervention requirements need to be clearly understood, especially by clinicians and patients, this is particularly the case when developing new models of care.60,61
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